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WORKFORCE READINESS
ASSESS, TRACK AND QUANTIFY CYBER TEAM SKILLS

ASSESS READINESS
TRACK PERFORMANCE
PREPARE FOR THREATS
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SECURE WITH CONFIDENCE

Develop skills and accelerate
cyber readiness
Most security leaders report on organizational
security posture to demonstrate return on
team training investments. They also have
to show they’re meeting or exceeding industry
standards for cyber readiness. But many
find it challenging to track and assess the
capabilities of their workforce effectively.
Likewise, security training managers are tasked with
building programs to protect the business against
cyber attacks. In a dynamic threat environment,
training content that quickly addresses security gaps
is critical to building cyber readiness—especially with
many security teams working under static budgets
and talent shortages.

Use SimSpace Workforce
Readiness to access
real-time training status
across individuals.
Leverage the largest
available graduate-level
training content catalog to
create structured training
plans for team members.
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Workforce Readiness is an add-on to
SkillWise, our team assessment and training
product that harnesses the power of the
SimSpace Cyber Risk Management Platform
for realistic cyber range exercises. With

Did you know?
You and your team can
earn CPE credits by
completing training
courses on our cyber
range platform, or by
attending SimSpace
virtual events

Workforce Readiness, you can establish a baseline and
drive improvements in your teams’ skills and overall
effectiveness. Reporting capabilities tailored to
specific roles—including executives, teams and
individuals—guide smarter spending while helping
you mature your security program.
SimSpace provides an integrated environment that
combines learning content with hands-on experience

drive
improvements
in your
teams’
skills

and proficiency challenges—delivering quantified
assessments of your organization’s cyber readiness.

Leverage actionable insights
Team training dashboard

Detailed reports

Strategic priorities

Displays up-to-date activity,
individual progress and
training plans

Delivers comprehensive
reporting for security and
compliance

Helps align training and
policies with public
cybersecurity frameworks

Learn more
Ready to learn more about how you can identify gaps and build skills to improve individual
and team readiness? Click here to request a demo.
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